
 
 

 
 
 

PROGRAMME  
 

2nd GSA Open Days  
Travel from Space to Business in the Czech Republic 

 
 
All the workshops will be delivered by Space and GSA experts, who will be available for your 
questions during the Open Days.  
 
Friday, 2 December  
 
Every hour beginning at 8.00, seminars on “Satellite navigation + Europe = GSA” will be delivered. 
Schools should be registered in order to attend. 
 
Saturday, 3 December  
 

 

  

  

  

  

 

10.00: The GSA, a European Union Agency in Prague, and the centre of the European Satellite
Navigation programme (CZ)

12.00: From navigation to satellite navigation (CZ)

14.00: Satellite Navigation for Aviation (CZ)

15.00: Satellite navigation + Europe = GSA (EN)

16.00 : Satellite navigation + Europe = GSA (CZ)

17.00: EGNOS and Galileo in aviation (CZ) 

 
 
 
 
 



GSA Open Days will feature a range of fun activities designed to help visitors of all ages learn more 
about space, the European Union and satellite navigation, including:  
 
Space Workshops: Attend a variety of though-provoking lectures about space and satellite navigation 
by GSA and Czech experts  
 
Interactive exhibitions: Screens will give you the opportunity to “touch” and learn more about us 
and the many services, applications and opportunities that come with Galileo and EGNOS, the 
European Satellite Navigation programmes.  
 
Space and art: Space can be seen from many different perspectives. At Open Days, ‘artists’ of all ages 
will have the opportunity to draw their vision of space and satellite navigation. The works of art will 
then be displayed in the GSA Headquarters.  
 
Quiz corner: Satellite Navigation and Europe will no longer hold any secrets after a visit to the GSA. It 
will be the perfect time to try our quiz and win some goodies to bring home, and maybe even begin 
life as the new Expert of the GSA Open Days. 
 

Earth vision: Don’t miss your chance to experiment being in space and observe the Earth from a 
different perspective. 
 

Aviation exhibition: Thanks to satellite navigation, pilots can now land an aircraft more efficiently 
and safely, especially in bad weather conditions. This unique aviation exhibition aims to present how 
it is now possible all over Europe.  

 
Czech companies: In the Czech Republic, companies are already using satellite navigation. Discover 
what their current achievements are. 




